To get started with your device please follow this quick set up guide:

1. Connect the device to all appropriate supplies according to the instructions in the technical manual. We recommend using an approved Altruistic Industries installer for this.

2. Specify the smart contract rules, which will determine when donations are to be made, e.g., when the revenue generated by your device (via offering spare processing capacity for blockchain maintenance in exchange for cryptocurrency) exceeds an amount \( X \), or when the savings resulting from the Caritas 3000’s industry-leading energy and water efficiency exceed an amount \( Y \).

   - Your device offers a menu of suggested smart contract rules OR you can create your own via the AI Philanthropy Editor™.

3. Use the AI Philanthropy Editor™ to select how you wish to determine where your donations go. There are three options:
   - **You choose**: you specify a charity or range of charities that will receive any donations made by your device.
   - **Partial AI philanthropy**: You choose the cause, but not the recipient organisations. The device’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) will then analyse performance and impact data for organisations working in those cause areas and determine the optimum organisations to give to at that time. This will require you to set up a secondary smart contract, specifying the weighting you want to give to social impact data, organisational efficiency etc.
   - **Full AI philanthropy**: You are not required to specify a cause or any recipient organisations. The device will select the optimal causes and organisations to give to at any particular time using our Good Choices™ Effective Altruism algorithm.

4. Start your journey to clean clothes and a clean conscience.

thank you for purchasing the altruistic industries caritas 3000 – the world’s first philanthropic washing machine.

The Caritas 3000 guarantees years of vibrant colours and spotless whites as well as a highly flexible philanthropy solution.

You can choose to give to the causes and organisations you care about, or let our revolutionary Good Choices™ Effective Altruism algorithm select gifts for you, safe in the knowledge that they will go to the most pressing causes and effective organisations at that moment in time.
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